Abstract. Native electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry, with gas-phase activation and solution compositions that partially release subcomplexes, can elucidate topologies of macromolecular assemblies. That so much complexity can be preserved in gas-phase assemblies is remarkable, although a long-standing conundrum has been the differences between their gas-and solution-phase decompositions. Collision-induced dissociation of multimeric noncovalent complexes typically distributes products asymmetrically (i.e., by ejecting a single subunit bearing a large percentage of the excess charge). That unexpected behavior has been rationalized as one subunit Bunfolding^to depart with more charge. We present an alternative explanation based on heterolytic ion-pair scission and rearrangement, a mechanism that inherently partitions charge asymmetrically. Excessive barriers to dissociation are circumvented in this manner, when local charge rearrangements access a lower-barrier surface. An implication of this ion pair consideration is that stability differences between high-and low-charge state ions usually attributed to Coulomb repulsion may, alternatively, be conveyed by attractive forces from ion pairs (salt bridges) stabilizing low-charge state ions. Should the number of ion pairs be roughly inversely related to charge, symmetric dissociations would be favored from highly charged complexes, as observed. Correlations between a gas-phase protein's size and charge reflect the quantity of restraining ion pairs. Collisionallyfacilitated salt bridge rearrangement (SaBRe) may explain unusual size Bcontractions^seen for some activated, low charge state complexes. That some low-charged multimers preferentially cleave covalent bonds or shed small ions to disrupting noncovalent associations is also explained by greater ion pairing in low charge state complexes.
Introduction
T he discovery that electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) or native MS could preserve noncovalent associations [1, 2] advanced structural biology by providing rapid, reliable assessments of protein interactions, subunit stoichiometry, and cofactor ligand identity from low picomolar quantities of noncovalent assemblies [3] [4] [5] [6] . Combined with solution compositions tailored to partially assemble or disassemble macromolecular complexes and subcomplexes, ESI-MS hints at the topology of complex assemblies [7] [8] [9] , whereas tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) employing collision induced dissociation (CID) and electron capture dissociation (ECD) or electron transfer dissociation (ETD) reveal that ligand, cofactors, and metal ions reside at or near their solutionphase positions [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Two decades ago, a driving question was whether any of the elements of solution-phase structure were retained in the gas phase. Although it was established that solution-phase conformation, whether altered by pH or solvent, left an imprint on charge-state distributions [14, 15] , other differences were not automatically assumed to survive. Equally charged ions created from different solution structures were interrogated by gas-phase proton transfer [16] [17] [18] [19] , H/D exchange [20, 21] , and collision cross-section analysis in early attempts to answer this question [22, 23] . Today's landscape appears to be strikingly different, however. Rather than starting from assumptions that little, if any, structure may be preserved, crystal structure coordinates or reconstructions from cryo-electron microscopy now provide the starting point to fit structures to ion mobilitymeasured cross-sections [7, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
A conundrum was exposed when the Smith laboratory [28] demonstrated that gas-phase avidin, concanavalin A, and hemoglobin tetramers dissociate by ejecting single monomers with charge densities (charge/mass ratios) significantly higher than their precursors. The observations were surprising because each gas-phase complex dissociated by expelling a monomer, despite its known solution-phase assembly as Bdimers of dimers.^Perhaps equally surprising was the unequal (asymmetric) partitioning of charge density [29] [30] [31] . CID of streptavidin 14+ tetramers released 7+ monomers and 7+ trimers (or 6+ monomers and 8+ trimers) [30] ; rather, the expected 7+ dimers or even 3+/4+ monomers expected had charge density partitioned uniformly. Analogously, a hexameric Btrimer of dimers^complex was observed decomposing to monomer plus pentamer with asymmetric charge partitioning [32] . Even specific homomeric dimers of human galectin I and E. coli glyoxalase I and nonspecific dimers of cytochrome c decompose to disparately charged monomers [33] . A striking example of an asymmetric dissociation is that of the 63+ α 7 ß 7 ß 7 α 7 20S proteasome complex from Methanosarcina thermophila, decomposing to a monomer bearing 33% of the charge and a 27-mer with 67% remaining ( Figure S1 ) [34] . Interestingly, specific enolase dimers dissociate asymmetrically, whereas nonspecific complexes dissociate symmetrically ( Figure 1 ).
Light-Wahl et al. [28] speculated that asymmetric charge partitioning could be driven Coulombically to unravel the tetramer, ejecting a charge-enriched monomer and leaving behind a compact trimer. Felitsyn et al. [35] attributed the unusually high transition state entropies measured from dissociating Shiga-like toxin I pentamers to migrating protons that drove charge repulsion-induced denaturation. Jurchen et al. [36] demonstrated that the observed proportion of symmetrically/asymmetrically dissociating homodimers depended on whether comprising subunits were intramolecularly cross-linked. That covalent linkages favored symmetric dissociations was taken to support the monomer unfolding mechanism proposed for asymmetric decompositions because crosslinks were argued to reduce unfolding (i.e., decrease conformational flexibility) [36] .
That rationale for asymmetric dissociations, in which one subunit unfolds withdrawing a larger portion of charge, has endured [37] [38] [39] . Nevertheless, it can be difficult to envision an activation process that would grossly change one monomer's structure while leaving other subunits little-changed. What interaction could direct the energy extracted from tens to hundreds of collisions occurring anywhere on the molecule to drive the unfolding of a single subunit, even 5-10 nm away? Such energy flow differs from Bclassic^energy redistribution processes that would not favor one subunit over other identical subunits during energy randomization. Also hard to reconcile is a preference for unraveling a single, folded subunit over simply dislodging it [40] . These lingering questions encouraged us to seek alternative explanations for the asymmetric product distributions observed from dissociating noncovalent complexes.
Are Opposite Charges Common in Electrospray Ionization?
Grandori has advocated the consideration of opposite charges in ESI mechanisms [41] [42] [43] . The importance or ubiquity of opposing charge interactions [negatively charged sites within analytes dispersed by positive ion electrospray ionization (+ESI)] can be appreciated in the example of proteins modified chemically to add permanent positive charges [44] . When electrosprayed, these intrinsically charged protein ions bear less charge overall than the number of fixed charges, even when sprayed from methanol/water, acid pH solutions. The absence of counter ion adducts in these Bsub-charged^proteins established that at least one ion pair (e.g., -N(CH 3 ) 3 + … -OOC-) was present in the gas-phase protein ion. Despite these observations, it remains common to describe, for example, the 8+, 9+, and 10+ charge states of a protein as reflecting 8, 9, and 10 protonated basic sites, rather than as, e.g., 10 protonated basic sites and 2, 1, and 0 deprotonated acidic sites, even though it is rarely possible to distinguish between these compositions. Some of this bias may reflect an over-reliance on the intrinsic pK a values quoted for various amino acid residues and an under-appreciation of how they may be modulated by the local environment, e.g., altered by up to 5-6 pH units [45] [46] [47] . It also reflects assumptions about ion formation that model ESI as depositing charge onto completely uncharged analytes (i.e., with all residues in their neutral forms).
This bias is propagated in common explanations for the frequent observation that higher charge state ions dissociate at lower laboratory frame energies than low charge state ions. Reduced stability of higher charge states is typically attributed to like-charge repulsion. If we were to instead consider possible contributions from opposing charges, we might then suggest that stability differences could arise because lower charge states may be reinforced by a larger number of ionic bonds (salt bridges). Here we describe how many previously puzzling observations from ESI-MS and MS/MS analyses of proteins and protein complexes can be alternatively viewed by treating ion-pairing interactions and salt bridge rearrangements (SaBRe) as prevalent in gas-phase protein ions.
Salt Bridges in Solution and in the Gas Phase are not Necessarily Identical
In solution, a salt bridge is defined as an attractive interaction between oppositely charged groups in which the donor and acceptor atoms are <4 Å apart [48] . Such hydrogen-bonded ion pairs can be formed when protonated lysines, arginines, or histidines, for example, donate protons to the carboxyl anions of well-positioned aspartic and glutamic acids. Conceivably, salt bridges existing in solution or newly formed could be transferred to the gas phase [49, 50] . Moreover, attractive (and repulsive) interactions may be favored over distances greater than 4 Å in the gas phase due to differences between solution-and gas-phase dielectric constants. This difference in interaction length, in concert with small structural rearrangements (perhaps only a few angstroms) arising from the activation inherent in transporting ions from atmospheric pressure to vacuum, suggests that the attractive interactions stabilizing electrosprayed complexes to dissociation are not necessarily limited to ion pairs annotated by NMR or X-ray crystallography. Consider if, in the Binstant^that a protein is transferred to the gas phase by ESI, not all of its acidic residues are neutralized-that situation would be sufficient to spur new ion pairs to form. In that instant of transfer to the gas phase, charge can redistribute intramolecularly; e.g., it can migrate from protonated amines to carboxylate anions in a neutralization process, it can migrate to a region where it is stabilized by adjacent hydrogen bonds, or it can interact with oppositely charged residues to form intramolecular salt bridges. Some charge movement is to be expected upon transfer to the gas phase, where the basicities of carboxylate anions exceed those of neutral amines, inverting the basicity order from solution [42, 43, 51] . BRattling^a protein ion via collisions may drive adjustments in residue positions that facilitate formation of additional or rearranged salt bridges in the gas phase.
Subunit-subunit interfaces may actually be more susceptible to salt bridge rearrangements than other regions [40] , especially when interfacial water molecules are lost. Increased susceptibility is implied by solution models of folding/ association that suggest interfacial contacts are less highly optimized than intra-subunit folds. The folding models propose (1) an initial step in which nascent protein subunits fold to their native, lowest energy configurations, followed by (2) association of folded subunits into complexes, and finally (3) relatively minor conformational adjustments to optimize binding. The latter adjustments are necessarily small because the folded chains have only three rotational and three translational degrees of freedom remaining [40] . Consequently, those limitations leave many hydrophilic side chains and water molecules buried in subunit interfaces. Although these interfaces are less highly optimized than the structural folds within subunits, they are stabilized in vivo by bound water molecules. ESI mass spectra often present some residual water when analytes are introduced with little activation [52] [53] [54] [55] , but once these water molecules are detached, the interfaces must be stabilized by other means. Coulomb attraction can be exploited as a gas-phase stabilizing force if local rearrangements permit some opposite charge alignment across subunits.
In principle, counter ions, e.g., ammonium or acetate, may also stabilize proteins in the gas phase. Counter ions are frequently associated with charge sites on gas-phase proteins, but can be dislodged by collisional activation. Whether they are dislodged as ions or neutrals is governed by their gas-phase basicities/acidities compared with those of the associated protein sites, e.g., the charge stripping observed from collisionally activated 29+ and 21+ glycogen phosphorylase B kinase hexamers [56] is consistent with release of NH 4 + and/or (CH 3 CH 2 ) 3 NH + . Charge stripping can free opposing charge sites to reposition and form new interactions, whereas the loss of neutralized counter ions can eliminate opposite charge sites. Activated counter ions could, in principle, migrate to re-pair to new sites, but dissociation is expected to be more common.
The ramifications of a variable number of ionic interactions, either ones persisting from solution or created by gas-phase rearrangements (over as little as a few angstroms), and potentially spanning subunits, leads to the question: Have we underestimated the contributions from ion pairing to gasphase protein structures, particularly for the nondenaturing conditions employed in noncovalent (native) complex studies? Could the strong inverse correlation observed between a gasphase protein's Bcompactness^and its charge [37, 57] , particularly following gas-phase collisions, reflect an inverse relationship between charge state and number of salt bridges? Might mechanisms other than Bmaintained protein folds (conformations)^yield gas-phase collision cross-sections resembling those calculated from crystal structures? Perhaps the gas-phase retention of a few structural relationships known from solution simply reflects their reinforcement by a few salt bridge Bstaples.Ĥ ow Important is Coulomb Repulsion in Ionized Complexes?
Coulomb's law (Equation 1) describes the electrostatic repulsion between two point charges of like polarity and magnitude (q 1 and q 2 ), located a distance of r 12 apart,
where ε corresponds to the effective dielectric of the medium. For highly charged ions, the individual electrostatic interactions for each charge must be summed; a general equation expressing the overall Coulomb repulsion, (E REP ), has been presented [58, 59] .
From Equation 2, it can be seen that evaluating overall Coulomb energy requires knowledge of charge locations.
Redirecting our focus to noncovalent complexes, we might ponder whether partitioning charge asymmetrically from dissociating complexes, e.g., homodimers, reduces electrostatic repulsion more than symmetric allocations. That is, one might naively consider that decomposing a 16+ precursor to 11+ and 5+ products would reduce the dissociation barrier by 14% compared with decomposition to 8+ and 8+ (5•11 ¼ 55 versus 8•8 ¼ 64). Equation 1 reminds us, however, that treating the energetics of electrostatic interactions in this manner would not be accurate because the individual charges are localized; r ij values must be considered. Nevertheless, it is clear that reducing any Coulomb barrier to generating products can be important for facilitating tandem mass spectrometry analyses of noncovalent complexes [35, 60, 61] .
On a potential energy surface, barrier height is determined in part by the subset of charge interactions that vary in r ij (Equation 1) as the reaction coordinate is traversed. Gronert [59] noted that multiply protonated ions with charge separations >10 Å are expected to display reactivities akin to singly charged ions; hence, only charges within 10 Å or less of other charges could contribute significantly to the barrier. The observation [62] that charging in ESI-MS requires at least three uncharged residues separating charge-bearing ones is consistent with a 10 Å distance, given an average length of 3.8 Å per amino acid [63] . This 10 Å limit is an important consideration when attributing observations to Coulomb repulsion. Although it is tempting to attribute charge state-dependent differences in stability to excessive repulsive forces within higher charge state species, it is not the overall magnitude of charge that is important, but the distances between individual charges (sum of pairwise interactions as in Equation 1). Even if charge sites are known or assumed (enabling the pairwise interactions to be summed), the significance of the calculated value lies in comparison to the total internal energy of a protein dimer possessing, perhaps, 25,000 degrees of freedom [64] . Similarly, it is sometimes assumed that the maximum number of charges placed on an analyte by Bnative^ESI is limited by Coulomb repulsion or surface charging, such that any increase in charge (whether achieved by adding a supercharging reagent or by other means) beyond that obtained by spraying analyte in aqueous, millimolar ammonium acetate must reflect unfolding because only by extending over more space could that additional charge be accommodated on the protein [36] . To make such arguments requires knowing the spatial arrangement of the charge sites. A related assumption made by some is that successively higher protein charge states produced by ESI will necessarily possess gas-phase structures (e.g., as revealed by ion mobility cross-sections) that are successively less and less like the native solution phase structure (less and less Bfolded^), either because their unfolded nature in solution allowed them to assume more charge during the ESI process or because assuming more charge irrevocably led to Coulomb repulsion-induced unfolding. However, simple calculations (Supplemental Material) demonstrate that Coulomb repulsion's importance in limiting charging is far from obvious; for example, to distribute 16 positive charges at least 10 Å apart on the surface of a folded holo-myoglobinsized sphere could cover less than a quarter of the available surface area, yet +ESI of native myoglobin typically deposits only 8-10 charges. Under some conditions it should clearly be feasible to distribute additional charges onto native structures, such that none is within 10 Å of another.
Heterolytic Versus Homolytic Ion Pair Cleavages can Account for Asymmetric Versus Symmetric Charge Allocations
If not by gross rearrangement (unfolding) of one subunit's structure, is there another mechanism to explain how charge could be allocated asymmetrically among dissociating subunits of a homodimer? We believe there is. Returning to the concept of salt bridges, consider the products and the difference in charge between them (│ΔZ│) for dissociation by two different pathways of a carboxylic acid/amine pair spanning two protein monomers.
Scheme 1 illustrates homolytic (a) and heterolytic (b) cleavages of an ion pair to yield neutral (a), or oppositely charged (b) products. Note that for the dimer precursor, the presence or absence of an ion pair on the left hand side of Scheme 1 would not impact its charge state distribution (CSD) or overall charge because the opposite charges cancel. However, the heterolytic cleavage, (b), inherently distributes charge asymmetrically because disrupting a salt bridge yields a charge difference │ΔZ│= 2 between the two products. Hence, heterolytically cleaving existing ion pairs in gas-phase noncovalent complexes provides a mechanism to asymmetrically distribute charge to the products, but is heterolytic cleavage energetically feasible?
A key precedent for the heterolytic cleavage of a multiply charged ion exists in the dissociation of [Cu phthalocyanine (SO 3 ) 4 Na] 3- , for which the thermodynamically-favored dissociation to singly and doubly charged anions is only observed at high collision energies (Figure 2 ). At low energies, the dissociation is blocked by a substantial electrostatic kinetic barrier. Instead, barrierless dissociation to a quadruply charged anion and singly charged cation prevails [65] . This demonstration, performed on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, establishes that heterolytic and homolytic ion pair cleavages can be observed by ESI-MS/MS.
Why wouldn't the proton transfer/homolytic pathway (neutralization) be so favorable that the amount of heterolytic cleavage would be negligible? After all, for a simple gas-phase species such as NH 4 + ..
-OOCCH 3 , it is easy to conclude that a proton would ultimately migrate to create NH 3 and CH 3 COOH, the favored products based on relative gas-phase proton affinities.
If we look at the accumulated evidence regarding the energetics of gas-phase peptides, amino acids, and small amino acid clusters [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , we find that the most stable neutral structures are not always nonionic. Although glycine zwitterions are predicted to be unstable by ∼84 kJ/mol, zwitterionic arginine is expected to be only 4-12 kJ/mol less stable than the nonionic form, and adding a methyl to one side chain yields a zwitterion that is more stable than nonionic methyl-arginine [72] . The most stable gas-phase structure for neutral arginine dimer has two salt bridges. Neutral Arg 3 assembles zwitterionic arginines, maintaining 12 hydrogen bonds between the guanidinium and carboxylate groups of adjacent molecules [68] . The additional Coulomb energy from these salt bridges more than compensates for the energetic cost of generating zwitterionic arginine. Moreover, despite the instability of glycine zwitterions, anionic glycine dimers, [Gly 2 -H] -, predominantly form salt bridge structures, stabilized by the attractive Coulomb interaction between opposite charges and by enhanced hydrogen bonding networks that outweigh the energetic cost associated with proton transfer [66] . If ground state structures for these very small, gas-phase species are salt-bridged, it is likely that the considerable self-solvation available within large proteins could support many low-energy salt-bridged configurations. In the complex molecular environment of a large protein, the synergistic interaction of salt bridge arrays, hydrogen bonding, and other charges can modulate the favorability of heterolytic versus homolytic cleavage. Moreover, instances in which one charged cleavage product re-pairs to a different charge site (e.g., changing from an inter-subunit bridge to an intra-subunit bridge, see Scheme 2) are especially favorable because they circumvent the energy demands of charge-separation.
Excising salt bridges would likely enable formerly constrained, compact structures to rearrange, but expansion (unfolding) is not required to generate the product charge asymmetry. Conceivably, the low charge density product of a heterolytic cleavage could rearrange its now unpaired, opposing charges to form new salt bridges, recouping the energy lost in separating the opposite charges that spanned subunits, reinforcing its structure against activation-induced deformation, or even securing it into a more compact form, accessed by activation. In contrast, the high charge density product, depleted in opposing charges/ion pairs could be deformed more easily if too few salt bridge reinforcements remain to stabilize it.
In this view, even if a 16+ homodimer's dissociation initially expelled equal-sized 12+ and 4+ products, subsequently measured cross-sections for the former could easily exceed those for the latter if (1) the 12+ has fewer stabilizing salt bridges (vide infra), and (2) its higher charge ensures that it receives more activation during the mobility measurement.
How Strong is the Evidence Supporting a Single Monomer Unfolding Versus Heterolytic Ion Pair Scission/ Rearrangement?
The opposing charge/salt bridge model finds support in recent CID studies on assemblies that yielded little evidence of unfolding (expansion) in collision cross-sections (Ω) of the monomeric products released from asymmetricallydissociating noncovalent complexes [73] [74] [75] . During dissociation of 24+ [3(CP 2 :TR) + 3CP 2 ], a capsid intermediate for MS2 phage, the expelled coat protein (CP) monomer withdrew 25% of the charge while accounting for only 8% of the total mass. Despite an apparent tripling of charge, the expelled monomer's cross-section measured only 15% larger than that calculated for folded units within an intact ribonucleotide complex [73] . As collision cross-sections are proportional to apparent surface area, the measurement demonstrates that, at most, 15% extra surface area is required to accommodate 300% of the subunit's initial charge, reiterating the previous points about the charging not necessarily being Coulomb-limited in ESI and Bnative^M S. Similarly, monomers expelled from collisionallyactivated 800 kDa GroEL 14-mer exited the assembly with almost 50% of the total charge packed in a subunit crosssection only 21% larger than the value calculated from complex-bound subunits (i.e., 26 charges added to the monomer's average 4.7+ charge [73] ). Only 21% more surface area is needed to accommodate 600% more charge? These results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that a single monomer expands to accommodate excess charge in a Coulomb repulsion-driven process because the charge is actually concentrating in these expelled subunits! It has been argued that charge partitioning, which is asymmetric with respect to the mass of ions, is symmetric with respect to the surface area of the ions (i.e., the surface area charge density is constant over the two product ions) and is decreased versus the precursor, making the whole process Coulombically favorable [76] . The examples above [73] , in which surface area increases of only 15% and 21% accommodated 300% and 600% more charge, respectively, clearly disagree with the proposed constant charge density.
A third example that displays little monomer expansion while partitioning charge asymmetrically is CID of C-reactive protein (CRP) pentamers. Monomers (6+ and 7+) expelled from decomposing 18+ precursors were found to be compact with collision cross-sections (CCS) similar to calculated values and to all monomers (3+ to 6+) released by surface induced dissociation (SID) [74] (Figure 3 ). SID dissociates massselected ions by colliding them against a surface, imparting more collision energy to analyte than CID (for the same lab frame energy), and potentially accessing higher energy dissociation pathways. The single collision activation event drives unimolecular dissociation. Because SID of many noncovalent complexes yields products more similar in charge density than those from CID, these Bsymmetric^dissociations are thought to proceed without monomer unfolding. The dramatic differences in charge partitioning between asymmetric CID and symmetric SID are apparent in Figures 3a, b . Nevertheless, Figure 3c significantly reveals that 6+ CRP monomers, whether generated by symmetric (SID) or asymmetric dissociation (CID) pathways, bear equal cross-sections. Those cross-sections also match that for CID-released 7+ monomer. This equality in cross-sections raises the question of whether highly charged CID product cross-sections are larger than those of most SID products because the former unfolded in accordance with the dissociation mechanism, or because they carry more charge (and hence are subjected to more activation by the measurement). Control CCS measurements for equally-charged, supposedly folded subunits are rarely available for comparison. It could be argued that it may be impossible for some subunits to Scheme 2. When heterolytically cleaving an intersubunit ion pair, the energetic cost of separating opposite charges can be recovered by pairing to a different site remain compact if they carry as much charge as is borne by asymmetric dissociation products, but proving that the dissociation mechanism expands or unfolds the product requires establishing that the larger cross-sections do not reflect charge state-dependent activation from the mobility measurement.
Interestingly, two additional CID/SID comparisons yielded similar CCS values for identically charged monomer products from symmetric and asymmetric decompositions [74] . Transthyretin (TTR) tetramers (15+), subjected to SID and CID, yielded 3+ to 7+ and 5+ to 9+ products, respectively. Cross-sections for TTR 5+, 6+, and 7+ SID products were little-different from those produced by CID. Similarly, serum amyloid P pentamers (24+) dissociated to 4+ to 7+ (SID) and 7+ to 13+ (CID) monomers, with products in the single charge state common to both SID and CID dissociation, 7+, possessing identical cross-sections. Additionally, the CIDproduced 7+ cross-section was consistent with the size calculated from the crystal structure. These observations were attributed to the correlation between charge-state and gas-phase structure [74] , but the CCS measurements described above are clearly inconsistent with a single monomer's unfolding event driving asymmetric dissociation.
Building a Homolytic Versus Heterolytic Ion Pair Cleavage Model
A 15+ ion could have 30 side chains carrying positive charges and 15 carrying negative charges, it could have 15 positively charged side chains with no negatively charged ones, or it could have any combination of positive and negative charges that sum to 15+. Coulomb barriers to dissociation (due to likecharge repulsion) could exist in either arrangement, depending on charge locations. If ion pairs are present, we envision potential rearrangements and homolytic and/or heterolytic scissions proceeding through an activated complex until a distribution (potential energy surface) with a sufficiently low barrier to dissociation can be accessed. Breaking salt bridges within an undissociated multimer would not change its overall charge, but could alter its allocation amongst the products (Figure 4 ). Although the low barrier pathway ( Figure 5) would not yield the lowest enthalpy products, less activation energy would be required. In contrast to the unfolded subunit view of dissociation, where a single subunit's structure undergoes an enormous change, the separating ion pair view does not require that the ejected subunit's structure differ largely from that of the subunits maintaining association, other than in the disposition of cleaved ion pairs.
Heterolytically cleaving an ion pair (separating point charges) presents no activation barrier in the reaction coordinate, in contrast to the repulsive barriers encountered when like charges are separated. It does, however, require significant energy input, rationalizing the higher enthalpy associated with this pathway.
That a low energy process (e.g., CID) allocates mass and charge asymmetrically from non-protein alkyl trimethyl ammonium bromide clusters (ATA , while SID allocates them symmetrically [39, 77] implies that unfolding/charge migration is not essential to partition charge asymmetrically. These are simply clusters after all, not subject to the complex landscape of protein folding. The long distance charge migration invoked for decomposing protein complexes hardly seems plausible when extended to Br -and/or ATA + charge carriers. The results of Equation 3 are, however, consistent with the lower activation barrier presented by heterolytic ion pair cleavage processes. Previously, strong support for the subunit unfolding/proton migration view was inferred from data showing diminished charge asymmetry when nonspecific complexes constrained by intra-subunit crosslinks dissociated [36, 78] . However reducing conformational flexibility and eliminating potential charge sites in crosslinking reactions obviously reduces an assembly's ability to rearrange ion pairs and hydrogen bonds during activation and alters its dissociation threshold, suggesting that the crosslinking-diminished charge asymmetry can be explained equally well by alterations in the preference for homolytic versus heterolytic ion pair cleavage, or by a combination of both ideas.
What can be learned from energy dependences? Transthyretin (TTR) 15+ homotetramer complexes dissociated by CID and SID have been compared [39, 79] . CID at a 1350 eV collision energy yielded monomers and trimers, with the most intense monomer carrying 8 positive charges, or 53% of the total charge, whereas SID (at energies yielding a similar amount of surviving precursor), typically released monomers carrying~4 positive charges, a roughly equal (symmetric) allocation of charge. Only at 450 eV (dissociation threshold voltage) was SID observed to allocate charge asymmetrically, releasing 8+ monomers [79] . CID dissociations of TTR 9+-15+ primarily distributed charge asymmetrically, even from the low charge precursors where covalent cleavage was competitive with disassembly of the noncovalent complex [80] . Only the highest precursor charge state, 15+, displayed some contributions from a symmetric CID pathway-release of 7+ and 8+ dimers [80] . The SID observations are understandable in that by depositing energy with a favorable center-of-mass in a single collision, SID accesses high barrier symmetric dissociation pathways not surmountable by CID ( Figure 5 ). For products to be generated by CID, which deposits energy less efficiently and over multiple collisions, a pathway avoiding high barriers appears essential. In instances where barriers are excessive and unavoidable, covalent bond cleavage can take precedence over the disruption of noncovalent interactions, as observed for TTR charge states ≤ 9+ [80] . This latter instance is likely when many ion pairs span subunits. If the number of ion pairs is inversely related to charge state, covalent bond cleavage is most likely from low charge state complexes, whereas symmetric dissociation might be accessible to CID from high charge state ions. Indeed, force field and massive density functional calculations by Marchese et al. [42] strengthen this supposition, predicting that low charge states should be zwitterionic, but high charge states might not.
We propose that a few ion pairs spanning subunit interfaces simply cleave heterolytically to access the alternative pathway needed for asymmetric dissociation in CID (see Figure 4) . BPre-activation^or heating ions by elevating atmosphere/ vacuum interface voltages can facilitate ion pair rearrangement and proton transfer/neutralization. Evidence of these rearrangements exists in the mobility-selected SID spectra of preactivated TTR [39] . In that study, TTR tetramers (30 or 117 V cone voltage) were delivered to the ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) for mobility separation prior to SID. Drift time distributions with low cone voltage for TTR 15+ (Bnativelike^) consisted of a single, sharp peak at~10 ms, whereas those from TTR 15+ at high cone voltage spanned 10-20 ms with three peaks, attributed to differential unfolding. SID of the expanded tetramers was found to release remarkable amounts of trimer and complementary highly charged monomer (+7 to +9), interpreted to indicate that one of the monomers in the complex had been partially unfolded, promoting its SID detachment from the complex as a highly charged monomer.
We suggest an alternate interpretation. Differing mobilities could reflect size differences for various ion pair and charge site arrangements in pre-activated tetramers. Increased size can arise from expansion of all or a subset of the subunits. Some expanded precursors could possess structures with more ion pairs placed at dimer/dimer or monomer/trimer interfaces than would be present in the unactivated tetramer. (Note that relocating salt bridges to interfaces does not preclude increases in collision cross-section during pre-activation because other regions in the complex would correspondingly lose their restraints against expansion.) Akin to Figures 4 and 5, it can be imagined that SID of tetramers having ion pairs pre-aligned across subunit interfaces could promote release of monomers, dimers, and trimers by heterolytic cleavages to yield high and low charge/mass products.
There are two reasons to prefer a mechanism invoking ion pair rearrangements over one invoking the unfolding of a single subunit. The first is that Bpre-activated^TTR tetramers were found to be more resistant to collisional dissociation (as revealed by precursor survival yields), than unactivated, Bnativelike^tetramers, despite the former's generally larger collision cross-sections [39] . Pre-activated precursors were similarly more resistant to SID than unactivated precursors. It is unclear how one supposedly unfolding, extended subunit within an otherwise folded complex would be Breinforced^against detachment. In contrast, a mechanism reinforcing interfaces by adding subunit-spanning salt bridges does predict that preactivated complexes could display increased stability to dissociation. A second factor disfavoring the single-subunit unfolding mechanism is that SID spectra from pre-activated precursors displayed intense dimer and trimer peaks absent or of much lower intensity in SID and CID spectra of unactivated precursors. The striking differences were noted, but not explained, in the initial study [39] . It is not clear how a mechanism altering only one subunit could drive so many changes in dimer and trimer abundances and charge state distributions. The differences appear more consistent with a mechanism rearranging charge and ion pairs throughout the complex.
The presence of opposing charges within ESI analytes may also explain a puzzling size compaction (i.e., smaller collision cross-sections) observed when ring-like complexes, complexes with central cavities, or lower charge state complexes are collisionally activated [56, 57, 73, 74, 81, 82] . The reduced cross-sections for such complexes are highly correlated to charge state, with the largest changes obtained by activating the lowest charge states at the same lab frame energy [57] . If we consider a model where the lowest charge states of protein CSDs represent species carrying more opposing charges (i.e., ion pairs), we can imagine a process wherein gas-phase collisional activation facilitates formation of rearranged and/or additional salt bridges to Bstaple^subunits separated in solution by the central cavity. Higher charge states are less likely to collapse because they have fewer ion pairs available to Bfastent he rearranged complex.
Let's consider the collisional dissociation of the toroidal complex HSP16.9, a dodecamer composed of stacked hexamer rings. Collisional dissociation of the 32+ ion of this homooligomer asymmetrically releases monomers and undecamers with CSDs centered on~14+ and~18+, respectively [83] . If charge on an intact 12-mer is uniformly distributed initially, each monomer would bear 2-3 positive charges on average ( Figure S2A ). Upon collisional activation, the monomer unfolding hypothesis would have each of 11 subunits transfer almost 40% of its charge to a departing 12th subunit ( Figure S2A , right hand side), in a process coordinated across the 95 × 55 Å assembly [84] . The ion pair hypothesis ( Figure S2B , illustrating only half of the complex) considers each monomer in the stacked rings to link to at least three other monomers by ion pairs (e.g., one subunit on each side and one on the adjacent ring). Without long-range transfers of 12 charges, a departing monomer would need to heterolytically cleave four ion pairs per contacting unit to accumulate 12 additional charges. Ion pairing requires a departing monomer to simply flick off linkages to adjacent subunits, enabling it to step around barriers, in contrast to the current paradigm that postulates coordinated charge movement across tens or hundreds of angstroms.
Evidence for the SaBRe Ion Pairing Model
SaBRe ion pairing predicts that sequence mutations that alter the number of basic or acidic amino acids can alter the extent of asymmetry in charge partitioning by altering the number of heterolytic ion pair cleavages. The direction of that change (e.g., increasing the number of positive charges deposited on an expelled monomer) should be inverted for the opposite polarity (i.e., to decrease the negative charge deposited on expelled monomers in negative ion mode). These predictions contrast with the behavior anticipated by the unfolded monomer hypothesis, where charge partitioning would, instead, be governed by the surface area of the unfolded monomer. The veracity of SaBRe predictions is evident in work by Sinelnikov et al. [85] comparing charge states for monomers released in positive and negative ion mode from dissociating Shiga toxin pentamers Stx1, Stx2, and mutants, which demonstrated that charge asymmetry is, indeed, sequence-and polarity-dependent. Those results are discussed in detail in the Supplemental Material.
Sequence mutations can lead to different CCSs for equally charged mutant and wild type (WT) complexes. Beyond these differences in cross-sections, ΔΩ, for a given charge state, SaBRe predicts that mutations that weaken or reinforce subunit interfaces (i.e., by eliminating or introducing an intersubunit salt bridge) will lead the differences in cross-section to increase in magnitude with increasing charge. That is, differences in resistance to deformation become more prominent at increasing lab-frame energies and, at constant voltage, ΔΩ will increase with Z. This trend was displayed by hemoglobin tetramers (α h ß h ) 2 , from normal (HbA) and sickle cell (HbS) variants [86] , as described in the Supplemental Material. The HbS, HbA ΔΩ became larger with increasing charge, consistent the loss of one potential salt bridge per HbS ß-subunit.
Recent studies explored the stabilization of complexes to CID provided by divalent cations, demonstrating that bound Ca 2+ or Mg 2+ ions reinforce hemoglobin tetramers with multidentate ion bridges [87] [88] [89] . The stabilization was proposed to arise from intra-subunit divalent metal ion Bstaples^that inhibited unfolding. Folded subunits were to thus retain enough of their initial noncovalent bonds and higher order structure to remain associated in complexes [89] . This proposal and an alternative based on salt bridges are detailed in the Supplemental Material. The alternative argues that divalent metal and Borganicŝ taples (ion paired amino acid side chains) bind and rearrange inter-subunit to stabilize complexes against dissociation. Both models rationalize the observation that asymmetrically ejected monomers tend to carry less than the average metal load.
How Can Ligand Association Be Maintained Despite Subunit BUnfolding^?
The release of charge-enriched subunits that still maintain their ligand associations [90] presents another conundrum for the idea that in order for highly charge-enriched subunits to be released, they must be unfolded. One association that persists, despite Bunfolding,^is the cobalt ligand associated with the α-subunits of toyocamycin nitrile hydratase, as mentioned previously [75] . A more complex example is from CID of the RNA polymerase II (517 kDa) complex [8] . The 48+ dodecamer was shown to dissociate asymmetrically by eliminating not only highly charged Rpb4 and Rpb7 subunits, but also the 44.5 kDa Rpb4/7 heterodimer. Rpb4 and Rpb7 are known to associate in vivo, but it is quite remarkable that this apparently specific heterodimer can be ejected from RNA polymerase II with 24-26 positive charges. Despite 50% of the charge being ejected onto 9% of the mass, the Rpb4/7 association is preserved [90] .
Ion pairs easily rationalize these persistent interactions-they are maintained by Coulombic attraction. Collisions could slightly reposition an anionic ligand to a nearby protonated site, such that ligand remained associated despite ejection of the subunit to which it was previously bound. In positive ion mode, relocating an anion ligand away from a soon-to-be expelled subunit and onto a positive charge site elsewhere decrements by 1 the surviving aggregate's overall charge, while incrementing by 1 that of the released subunit.
The CID behavior of streptavidin homotetramers (S 4 ) complexed with four biotin (B) or four 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-biotinyl (Btl) ligands [90] provides interesting data for testing hypotheses. (S 4 + 4B)
16+ was observed to decompose primarily by releasing neutral B, although subunit loss (e.g., S
7+
) constituted a minor pathway at higher collision energies. In contrast, expulsion of free ligand was not observed for related (S 4 + 4Btl) 16+ complexes. Instead, subunit loss (e.g., S 7+ ) comprised the major dissociation pathway. Expelled (S + Btl) x+ products were also weakly observed [90] , comprising another example in which noncovalent associations are preserved despite release by asymmetric dissociations. Why is B ligand dislodged from protonated streptavidin complexes, but not Btl? If unfolding is required for asymmetric charge partitioning, why would a ligand remain associated with the highly charged, expelled subunit?
We consider that although biotin and Btl are both acidic (Btl is a phosphate diester, whereas biotin has a valeric acid tail); phosphoric acids are more acidic than carboxylic acids. Hence, the Btl ligand's higher gas-phase acidity would favor heterolytic cleavage/rearrangement of its salt bridges with protonated subunits, making (S 4 + 4Btl) n+ complexes more likely to dissociate by expelling highly charged subunits than by releasing neutral or positively charged Btl. Btl's higher propensity to form ion pairs (or cleave heterolytically) also explains why asymmetric dissociation by subunit expulsion is enhanced by 85% for (S 4 + 4Btl) n+ , compared with (S 4 + 4B) n+ [90] . When a subunit-ligand ion pair cleaves heterolytically, the departing subunit should be enriched by one charge; thus, if ion pairing is more important in (S 4 + 4Btl) n+ than in (S 4 + 4B) n+ , S x+ expelled from the former should bear more charge on average than S x+ expelled from the latter. Indeed, the average charge state of S x+ product ions released from (S 4 + 4Btl) n+ was found to be 7.1 ± 0.1 (for +15) and 7.3 ± 0.1 (for +16) versus 6.8 ± 0.1 (+15) and 6.9 ± 0.1 (+16) for release from (S 4 + 4B) n+ [90] . The dominance of electrostatic interactions is reiterated in CID of RNase S/CTP complexes [91] , which break a covalent bond to eject CMP, yet maintain the noncovalent diphosphate/ S-protein association.
Collision-induced dissociation studies of cholera toxin B pentamers (CTB 5 ) complexed to saccharide GM1 yielded three particularly interesting observations [90] . In positive ion mode, (CTB 5 +5GM1) 15+ decomposed primarily by expelling a CTB subunit with 4-7 positive charges, a result considered surprising because the native structure would require ligand release before or during subunit detachment. It was argued that bound ligand must migrate to a different subunit in the activated complex, enabling the decomposing complex to retain ligand while expelling a subunit. At higher collision energies, small amounts of (CTB + GM1) 5+ or (CTB + GM1) 6+ complexes were observed to detach from the precursor, equally surprising because the subunit/ligand association was preserved, despite asymmetric charge partitioning. That observation was interpreted as indicating that monomer unfolding did not preclude ligand binding, but the inability to collisionally dislodge free ligand is curious.
The stability of the associated ligand implies that an electrostatic interaction may be stabilizing it. Pentasaccharide GM1 contains a sialic acid that could pair with a basic site on a CTB subunit. As mentioned earlier, small amounts of activation can rearrange local structure and salt bridges to an extent that, while not necessarily altering a protein's collision cross-section, would not leave it Bnatively folded^either, rationalizing the release of a subunit while ligand was retained by the stripped complex. Ion pairs could also explain how ligand could remain associated with the expelled, highly charged subunit, and the inability to dislodge free ligand. This hypothesis predicts different behavior for deprotonated (negative ion mode) complexes, namely that collisions should readily detach the sialylated ligand as an anion, consistent with observations. These subtle product distribution differences arising when positive or negative charges are incorporated into mutants [85] or ligands [90] highlight the importance of Coulomb attraction in complexes and the ion pairs that lie at the center of chargepartitioning asymmetry.
How Symmetric and Asymmetric Dissociations Differ
If heterolytically cleaved ion pairs define asymmetric dissociations, then we might suspect that asymmetric dissociations accessible to CID would require more energy to accomplish than the handful of CID-accessible symmetric dissociations. We find that this prediction is verified in existing data [83] , comparing asymmetrically dissociating HSP16.9 (described above), to symmetrically dissociating stable protein 1 (SP-1), a related dodecamer. Those measurements demonstrated that the intact HSP16.9 32+ ion was seven times more resistant to dissociation than the SP-1 27+ ion (based on the activation needed to dissociate 50% of the complexes; E lab = 11413 for HSP16.9 versus 1552 eV for SP-1, where E lab = charge × voltage). It is similarly verified for the fragile tetrameric 2-keto-3-deoxyarabinonate, which cleaves symmetrically at only 50 V, in contrast to functionally related arabinose dehydrogenase, dissociating asymmetrically at >3 times the E lab energy ( Figure 6 ) [92] . Calcineurin, a heterodimer assuming more than one gas-phase conformation and displaying both symmetric and asymmetric products, requires a slightly lower E lab threshold to dissociate symmetrically [93] . Similarly, dissociating nonspecific 11+ cytochrome c dimers (100 mM NH 4 OAc) produces a highly symmetric distribution of complementary ions at low collision energies, but reveals a second, asymmetric pathway at higher energies [36] .
We might also guess that the number of ion pairs would be inversely correlated to charge state. That prediction is consistent with observations from complexes displaying both symmetric and asymmetric dissociation pathways, for which asymmetric pathways dominate in the low charge state precursors [36, 39] . An example of this behavior is present in cytochrome c dimers sprayed with 1:1 water/methanol, 2% acetic acid. Decomposing 11+ and 13+ homodimers decompose primarily by allocating charge asymmetrically, whereas 17+ and 19+ dimers dissociate symmetrically; 15+ dimers dissociate along both pathways. Likewise, a pathway by which transthyretin tetramers symmetrically dissociate into dimers is observed for TTR 15+, but not for lower charge states [80] , and 30+ SAP pentamers release low charged monomers and dimers (symmetric-type products), but 25+ pentamers do not, instead dissociating asymmetrically to expel highly charged monomers [57] .
The prediction that the extent of ion pairing is inversely correlated to charge state is also consistent with observations that the Bcompaction^of activated cavity-containing and other complexes is most pronounced for low charge state ions, as observed for SAP pentamers and TRAP oligomers [57, 73] . Ion pair rearrangements provide Badhesive^to secure the compacted oligomers produced by collisional activation and deformation. When asymmetric dissociations expel a charge-enriched monomer by heterolytically cleaving salt bridges, the stripped complex is enriched in opposite charges, potentially available to restrain it to a Bcollapsed^volume. A striking example of contraction in a stripped complex is the 45% discrepancy between the collision cross-section measured for GroEL 13-mer (following expulsion of just one of the original 14 subunits) and the value calculated from its crystal structure [73] .
Additional evidence of a correlation between ion pairs and charge state is that the laboratory frame energy required to dissociate SP-1 and textilotoxin complexes decreases with increasing charge state [80, 83, 94] . Traditionally, Coulomb repulsion has been invoked to explain a decrease in dissociation energy with increasing charge, but Coulomb attraction from additional ion pairs in low charge states should not be ignored. In fact, imparting greater ion pair stabilization to low charge state complexes explains why some lowly charged multimers tend to cleave covalent bonds or shed small ions (charge-strip) in preference or in competition to disrupting their noncovalent association [80, 95] . For example, the same CID energy that expels charge-enriched monomers from 25+ serum amyloid P pentamers also releases [(SAP) 5 40 ] 19+ product ions were also observed, challenging theory to explain how a pentameric complex could remain associated despite enduring two covalent bond cleavages! Interestingly, SID of 25+ pentamers yielded symmetric dissociation products, but no covalent backbone cleavages. In CID of TTR, backbone cleavages are preferred over subunit release for 9+ tetramers and comprise the sole dissociation pathway of 8+ complexes [80] . Supplemental Figure S3 summarizes relationships between charge state, ion pairs, and dissociation pathways. Preferential covalent bond cleavage has also been noted for noncovalent complexes between DNA and basic peptides [96] , where electrostatic interactions are also important.
Further Ramifications of Opposite Charges, Salt Bridges, and Rearrangements
These ideas about the influence of opposite charges and salt bridges on dissociating noncovalent complexes can also explain the resistance of certain protein structural regions to cleavage by electron capture and electron transfer excitation. It may well be that some of the increased sequence coverage and efficiency observed in dissociations of higher charge states with electron-based dissociation methods reflect a reduction in the ion pairs that inhibit release of products. Hydrogen bonds are generally blamed for limitations in cleavage product release; but ionic hydrogen bonds (salt bridges and polydentate proton-binding interactions) constitute the strongest of these associations.
We do not wish to completely neglect the stabilization provided to gas-phase protein complexes by other ionic hydrogen bonds (e.g., a proton hydrogen-bonded to two groups) akin to a proton-bound dimer. Meot-Ner noted that they provide up to 35 kcal/mol of stabilization-up to a third of the stabilization from covalent bonds [97] . Similarly, migrating protons can account for some of the asymmetry observed when some noncovalent complexes decompose; contributions from these processes should not be completely excluded. However, the desire to explain collected observations, including why some low-charged noncovalent complexes cleave covalent bonds in preference to noncovalent ones, and why sequence mutations alter the charge borne by ejected monomers in a polaritydependent fashion, require some departure from today's unfolding monomer paradigm.
In reconsidering the importance of protein folds to gasphase dissociation dynamics, we should also revisit evidence for their retention in the gas phase. If salt bridges are actually providing much of the stabilization against distortion observed in CCSs of gas-phase proteins and protein complexes, must the solution phase arrangement of hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions (the conformation) necessarily also be retained? Does correspondence between the CCSs measured for proteins delivered by native ESI and the CCSs calculated from crystal structure coordinates necessarily require that structural arrangements (folds) are preserved in the gas phase? Perhaps it does not, as discussed in the Supplemental Material.
Our ideas about ion pairs and opposing charges suggest that charge-manipulated ions (supercharged or charge-reduced) differ subtly from equally charged ions produced directly by ESI, providing predictions by which our theories can be tested, as detailed in the Supplemental Materials, along with experimental evidence from the literature that upholds the predictions. One notable experiment is the decomposition of nonspecific cytochrome c 13+ dimers produced either directly or by charge stripping 17+ dimers. Jurchen et al. [78] found that while the charge-stripped dimers partitioned charge symmetrically, dimers produced directly by ESI released asymmetricallycharged products, consistent with the hypothesis that the latter is capable of more ion pairs. Alternate mechanisms would have predicted no difference in the dissociations or the opposite behavior: increased asymmetry from decomposing chargestripped dimers, reflecting Coulomb repulsion from an initially higher charge state.
It is tempting to extend these ideas to other macromolecules, but caution is recommended. Although tandem MS of duplex DNA and DNA-drug complexes show some similarities to protein complexes (e.g., preference for covalent over noncovalent cleavage from low charge state precursors [98] ), the molecules differ in ionizing groups and structure, changing the importance of various interactions. In long DNA strands, highly charged precursors allocated charge asymmetrically, but lower charge states distributed it symmetrically [99] , a contrast with the behavior of protein complexes.
Conclusions
It is worth pondering whether ion pairing contributions to gasphase protein structures have been underestimated in the past, particularly for the nondenaturing conditions employed in noncovalent complex studies. The strong correlation observed between a gas-phase protein's Bcompactness^and its charge [37, 57] , particularly following gas-phase collisions, could reflect a relationship between charge state and number of salt bridges constraining structure. Lower charge states may be stabilized by a larger number of salt bridges. Although charge repulsion has traditionally been credited for this correlation, the short distances spanned by salt bridges would clearly also influence stability.
The existing paradigm for multimer dissociation argues that one monomer unfolds to accommodate excess charge, but little evidence of that unfolding has been found in the collision cross-sections of monomeric products released from asymmetric dissociations when potential size alterations from charge state-dependent ion activation are excluded. We suggest that local charge rearrangements, homolytic and/or heterolytic scissions of ion pairs proceed throughout the activated complex until the system can cross to a low-barrier potential energy surface cleaving (or appearing to cleave) ion pairs heterolytically to decompose. Heterolytic scission of ion pairs inherently distributes charge asymmetrically. Although such a cleavage may enable a compact structure to expand, unfolding of tertiary structure (assumedly transferred from solution) is not required for product ion charge asymmetry.
If the number of ion pairs within a complex is inversely related to its overall charge, then symmetric dissociations are more likely from higher charge states, asymmetric distributions from medium-low charge states, and intra-subunit covalent bond cleavages from the lowest-charged species (where subunit dissociation requires more free energy than even cleaving covalent bonds). For a given charge state, collisional activation that deposits energy slowly is more likely to yield asymmetric product distributions, while the rapid energy deposition of SID should favor symmetric distributions (kinetic energy exceeding the barrier height). Rare examples displaying symmetric product distributions from CID (without supercharging) are likely to reflect complexes that are weakly bound in the gas phase (few ion pairs).
A consideration of ion pairs in protein structures should not be limited to those annotated by NMR or X-ray crystallography because salt bridge influence spans longer distances in the gas phase than in solution. Differences between gas-and solution-phase basicity also imply that sites ionized in solution are not necessarily the same as in the gas phase, and vice versa. Activating proteins by gas-phase collisions may facilitate the formation of additional or rearranged salt bridges, not necessarily changing conformation globally and without changing the charge state of an ion or complex. Collisional activation-facilitated ion pairing or re-pairing could explain the puzzling Bcontraction^observed in some ion mobility-based measurements of cross-sections for protein complexes.
Ion pairing considerations may have ramifications for previous and future molecular modeling results where, e.g., all of the acidic residues in a protein ion dispersed by positive ESI may have been simulated as charge-neutral. It is important that models capture dynamic adjustments in charge location during activation, along with their effect on the basicity and acidity of sites around them.
